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GE 100 Application examples

efficient end machining:
Facing, over turning, internal
and external chamfering in only
one operation

guhring - your world-wide PartnerGuhrinG - your world-wide partner



autoMotive induStry
In all vehicle types, from car to motorcycle, lorry, bus, agricultural and construction machinery 
to train or ship, there are countless components manufactured based on cylinders and shafts. 
In addition, a multitude of housings in a wide variety of materials have to be machined in 
several steps.
With Guhring’s GE100 and the ES form insert the majority of machining can be carried out 
economically.
The modular design of GE100 enables the time saving acquisition of the tools from standard 
products, designed according to the machining strategy of the user.
Inserts of various tool material qualities, diverse coatings as well as cutting edge and tool 
geometries permit economical machining of a multitude of materials.

 

A selection of components from the automotive industry, manufactured economically  
with GE100 and ES form insert tools.

Shock absorber cylinders and pistons

Fuel and oil lines
Injection systems
Brake lines

Drive shafts

Transmission and longitudinal shafts

Hydro-mount housings
Stub axles

Gas dampers

Seat cross-struts

Transmission housings

Side-impact protection

Gas dampers

Camshaft and  
balance shaft ends
Crankshaft ends



Sanitary and building  
technology
Pipes and vessels are an integral part of the sanitary and building industry – whether for a commercial building 
or a private residence. A vast number of components are form produced by mechanical machining. With 
GE100 tools and ES form insert tools a multitude of machining operations can be carried out economically.

A selection of components for the sanitary and building industry, manufactured economically  
with GE100 and ES form insert tools.

Toilet seat fittings

Pipe fittings

Bathroom fittings

Heating manifoldStorage tank

Water pipes



aPPlication eXaMPleS autoMotive induStry
tubeS For 
vehicle SeatS

ShocK abSorber
cylinderS

Challenge
Machining of a mass produced part made of 
drawn tube in St 52 material. Manufacturing 
finished diameters and total lengths with 
associated chamfers and tolerances. DIN 
ISO indexable inserts must be applied. Good 
chip evacuation must be provided.

Solution
Two tool heads (left and right machining side) 
with only two holders each. This enables 
good chip evacuation. Holders designed 
with fine diameter adjustment are easily 
accessible and adjustable.
Over-turning with two indexable inserts each 
enables high feed rates to be applied and 
also resulting in a positively influencing chip 
formation. 

User benefit
- standard DIN ISO indexable insert
- quick-change system on tool head
- short chips and good chip flow guarantee 

process reliability
- uncomplicated and simple tool adjustment
- minimum stock levels
- wear parts replaceable

Challenge
Facing, internal and external chamfering 
as well as over-turning a shock absorber 
cylinder in one operating step in order 
to enable a short production cycle time. 
Different cylinder diameters are machined.

Solution
GE100 tool head with 4 holders 
simultaneously performs the machining 
operation. The clamping holders can be 
adjusted for various cylinder diameters. A 
setting gauge  assists with the conversion to 
other cylinder diameters.

User benefit
- short cycle time, as machining in one 

operating step
- different cylinder diameters can be 

machined with one tool
- setting gauge enables quick conversion to 

other cylinder diameters
- DIN ISO precision inserts guarantee an 

accurate and smooth workpiece surface



aPPlication eXaMPleS autoMotive induStry
braKe lineS valve houSing

Challenge
Turning brake lines made of three different 
materials without weakening the aluminium 
steel core.

Solution
Tool head with integral support takes up the 
brake line prior to machining and guides it 
during machining. This ensures only the plastic 
sheathing and a very thin layer of the core is 
removed. In addition, facing and chamfering is 
performed in the same operating step.

User benefit
- the integral support prevents the workpiece 

from deviating and ensures a perfectly 
controlled chip removal

- machining features relevant for certification 
are observed

- several operating steps are carried out 
simultaneously

- economical solution with DIN ISO indexable 
inserts

- with this tooling system it is possible to 
machine workpieces protruding far out of the 
clamping fixture

Challenge
Machining of aluminium profiles for the 
manufacture of valve housings. Several 
diameters and chamfering must be machined 
in one operating step and with the shortest 
possible cycle time. A drilling tool must be 
incorporated in the tooling concept and the 
fine adjustment of the tolerance diameters 
must be achieved. A large range of parts 
must be possible with a minimal number of 
tools.

Solution
Tool heads with internal coolant connection 
via a central bore. Design of holders for the 
extensive over- turning operations require 
two cartridges with fine adjustment. Tools 
are symmetrically designed for high-speed 
applications.

User benefit
- entire machining takes place in one stroke
- extremely short cycle time
- internal cooling optimises chip flow
- very smooth running even at high speed
- minimum tool stock 
- stable process despite large range of 

variants
- quick modification and conversion of tools 

possible



PiPeS and  
PiPe FittingS

PiPeS For  
ciSternS

Challenge
Manufacture of complex profile contours on 
simple machines in only one operating step.

Solution
Tool head with profile inserts. The geometry 
of the insert matches the finished contour. 
In order to keep the cutting forces to a 
minimum, the contour is divided between 
three inserts.

User benefit
- high-quality profile parts can be 

manufactured on a simple machine
- tool always available thanks to the 

interchangeable profile insert
- continuous reliable high quality is ensured
- simple handling guarantees process 

reliability

Challenge
Stainless steel shaped pipes are 
manufactured on a special machine. An 
exactly defined chamfer width must be met. 
The out of roundness of the pipes is up to 
1 mm resulting in the chamfer geometry not 
being adhered to. In extreme cases a sharp 
edge remains. Scrap rate exceeds 50%. With 
rigid holders the relatively flat chamfer angle 
leads to an irregular chamfer geometry.

Solution
GE100 with linearly guided floating holder for 
internal and external chamfering combined 
with a  length adjustable facing tool holder.
The linear guide prevents misalignment and 
ensures consistent chamfer geometry. The 
chamfer length is adjusted via the length 
adjustable facing tool holder. 

User benefit
- process reliable production of defined 

chamfer
- scrap ratio in the 3-5% range
- application of K20 standard DIN ISO 

indexable inserts
- uncomplicated tool simplifies the work of 

the machine operator

aPPlication eXaMPleS Sanitary and building induStry



aPPlication eXaMPleS Sanitary and building induStry

the multi-functional tooling 
system ge 100 provides 
the optimal solution for your 
application!
ge 100 convinces with its 
modular design and the 
therefore simple adaptation to 
various diameters, materials or 
accuracy requirements.

whether for end machining of 
cylinders, shafts, bushes or the 
machining of housings, fittings 
– we are happy to produce 
the ideal combination for your 
application. Please contact us!

Economical tool pre-setting gauge
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Drilling

Special tooling  
SolutionS

milling

Modular tooling  
systeMs

Tool resToraTion service

reaming PCDTapping/Thread milling/
fluTeless Tapping

Countersinking/ 
de-burring

Guhring KG
P.o. box 100247 • 72423 albstadt
herderstraße 50-54 • 72458 albstadt

tel. +49 74 31 17-0
Fax +49 74 31 17-21279
info@guehring.de
www.guehring.de

GE 100 Competence Centre
lerchenfeld 1
91459 Markt erlbach

tel. +49 91 02  434
Fax +49 91 02  1386
guehring-ge100@guehring.de
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